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This proposal attempts to illuminate the way in which certain metaphors of kinship operate in the context of the

transnational militancy of Non una di meno Italia/Bologna as devices that mobilize a set of affects (love and rage) in the

process of building a new political community.

Expressions such as 'sisters in the struggle', 'our new family' among others sustain the bonds created in the assembly

itself. They re-establish a sense of ‘home’ and community that is intertwined with the idea that my home is the world (an

already familiar slogan) and my family (women) are all over the world. Old slogans that in their local declination appeal to

a performative and not ontological dimension of this new kinship.

It is the doing with the others (sisters in the struggle) that allows us to think of them and designate them as sisters not

because of their condition of (bio)women. I believe that this dimension is extremely interesting and somehow essential to

think about the processes of construction of the horizon of political activation in a context in which forms of generalized

apathy and social fragmentation seem to dominate the political scenario. How are movements of opposition to

domination built? How are political families that fight for the vindication of forms of inclusive radical democracies

created? This, of course, from an ethnographic, situated and partial perspective that does not pretend to construct a new

normativity of a ought to be that can be easily generalised. An attempt to see how signifiers operate and how political

communities are constructed in an 'infrapolitical' context, an essential dimension to articulate new critical reflections on

feminisms and contemporary social movements.
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